Barry Conservation 4-H Camp

2021 Program Schedule

Mini-Camp
July 6 - 9
Ages 8-12
Cost $330
Physical Activity Scale* = 1

This session is just right for younger children and is popular with first-timer campers! Mini-Camp includes 3 nights and 4 days -- just the right amount of time for being away from home. Campers will enjoy our caring staff who will introduce them to many fun and exciting camp activities. Learn about nature, try your hand at crafts, explore outdoor games, sing around the campfire...this week has it all and you'll be home to celebrate Independence Day with family and friends.

Mini-Camp started as an experiment a few years ago and proved to be an instant success. Our staff revels in the energy and enthusiasm of younger campers. It all adds up to a wonderful and supportive atmosphere of fun and learning.

*The Activity Scale estimates the level of challenging physical activity each week. 1= some, 2=moderate, 3=lots